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Phosphorus is an important element for plant growth but is 
a pollutant when there is too much in water. North 
Carolina, similar to most states, is working to reduce the 
amount of phosphorus pollution in its waters.  One strategy 
to reduce phosphorus used by a few other states and 
communities is to regulate phosphorus in turf fertilizers 
and automatic dish detergents.  The states choose to reduce 
phosphorus in turf fertilizers and dish detergent because 
phosphorus is unnecessarily used these two products and 
can be reduced.  Emissions reductions could be achieved by 
improving the efficiency of existing coal plants or by 
shifting, or “redispatching,” generation from existing coal 
plants to existing natural gas-fired plants. New natural gas 
plants that are already slated for construction could be built 
earlier than planned to reduce emissions more quickly. 
Reductions could also be achieved within the existing 
natural gas- or coal-fired fleets by shifting generation from 
higher-emitting to lower-emitting plants within those fleets.

Several states have passed legislation regulating the sale and 
use of phosphorus fertilizers in an attempt to reduce 
phosphorus pollution from turf runoff.  The states to pass 
such regulations are Minnesota, Maine, Illinois, as well as a 
few counties and cities in New York, Michigan, and Florida. 
The laws require:
1. A soil test indicating a phosphorus deficiency in order to 
buy or use phosphorus fertilizer                               
2.  Education of the public through posters, and media 
campaigns about sources and prevention strategies of urban 
phosphorus pollution
3.  Lawn care professions to participate in additional nutri-
ent BMPs education
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